
Robotics Camp
Fun, Learning, and Discovery



Fun Road Ahead

Welcome to the KOOV Robotics Camp. At this camp, you are going to 

put on the hat of a student robotic engineer and learn by building. You 

will build and program several “robots” each day,following instructions 

in this curriculum and from My First Robot Coding Map. Then you will 

be given a Design Challenge to brainstorm for better design. Each day 

will be filled with learning, fun, and discovery.  



Week In A Glance

Day 1: KOOV Education Suite

Learn about Robotics and 
KOOV

Day 3: Light and Camera

Detect Light and Distance

Day 2: Blink and Beep!

Coding with LEDs and Buzzer 

Day 4: Turn that Wheels 

DC Motor and Robot Car

Day 5: Dancing Feet

Servo Motor and Penguin



Light, Action, Camera!

DAY 3



Day 3 Objectives 

Push Switch 

IR Photoreflector

Function

Camera
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Electronics

Coding Concepts

Map

Robot Vision 



Robot Vision
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“See” with Reflection 

If you throw a ball against an wall, the ball would bounce back harder if the wall is closer. 

The ball would bounce back lighter or even not bounce back if the wall is further.  

If you cannot see, then this is a good way to check if there is a wall or something in front of 
you. 

Those with vision impairment use white canes to make sounds and to scan their 
surrounding by comparing the difference in sounds reflected back. The louder the sounds, 
the closer something is. 

Instead of sound, robots use light to scan its surrounding. It reads the reflected light energy. 
The higher the energy, the closer something is.  

animation

https://youtu.be/mZ7DfKlFtiE
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KOOV Push Switch

This is a KOOV Push Switch. When pressed, it sends electrical signals to KOOV 

Core. When not pressed, there is no electric signal.

We can read the button value with the push switch on sensor code.   If it is pressed, 

the condition push switch on would be true; if it’s not pressed, the condition would 

be false.

We can also process different code if the condition is true. In this code, if the button 

is pressed, the code inside of the if … then block would be processed. If not, the 

program would skip the code and continue. 

E

simulation

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/212318532/


KOOV Core Buttons

E

Besides Switch Button, KOOV has four Core Buttons that are on the KOOV Core. 

We can read the button value with the [ ]  cor e swi t ch [ ] code block.   If it is 

pressed, the [ ]  cor e swi t ch [ ] code block would return True; if it’s not 

pressed, it would return False.

In the code below, if the top core button is pressed, the code inside of the i f  … 

t hen code block would be processed. If not, the program would skip the code and 

continue. 

simulation

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/212393411/
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KOOV Photo Reflector 
E

The KOOV IR Photoreflector detects if something is close. It detects energy 
from light that bounces off of the closest object in front of it. 

simulation

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/212318244/#fullscreen


How Photo Reflector Works 

E

An IR Photo Reflector typically has two parts. One part shoots out light, 
and the other part the takes in light and converts it to energy. 

The closer an object is to the IR Photoreflector, the higher the energy 
is; the further that object is, the lower the energy. 



Using an IR Photoreflector

E

The IR photoreflector () code block gives the amount of electric current 
detected by the KOOV IR Photoreflector device.

To check if something is close, use the IR photoreflector () code block and 
the ( ) < ( ) code block. 

Typically, when something is close, the KOOV IR photoreflector would detect an 
energy value larger than 5. Therefore, to check if something is close, you can 
check if the energy is larger than 5. 

The IP photoreflector (K7) > 5 code segment returns True or False. If 
something is in front of it, then it return True. If nothing is in front of it, then it 
returns False.
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A Function is like a Skill

C

If we want to tell a robot to bake a cupcake, we can give the robot step-by-step instructions to 
crack an egg (hit egg on the edge of a bowl, open egg shell on top of the bowl, let egg come 
out into the bowl),

The instruction to crack one egg:
1. Take an egg out of the box
2. Crack egg shell on the edge of a bowl
3. Open egg shell on top of the bowl
4. Let egg come out into the bowl 

What if you need 100 eggs? 400 lines!!! And it would be hard to read what you are trying to 
do. 

What if we put these steps in a skill, called “crack an egg”. 

Such skills in the code are called functions. And to define a function is to add step-by-step 
instructions inside of this function. 



Use Functions in Code

C

To create a function called “Crack an Egg”, first we define the function: 

Then to repeat it 10000 times, we can just write:

X 1000
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Robotic Coding Map: Camera

1

2
3

4

5 6

What is 
Coding

LEDs

Lantern

Camera 

Robot 
Car 

Penguin

Map: My First Robotic Coding
Stage:     Stage Four 

Mission 1: Build a Camera
Mission 2: Use the IR photoreflector
Mission 3: Ring the buzzer
Mission 4: Code a robot camera

To go to Map: 
1. Login
2. Select “Learning 

Course” 
3. Select “My First 

Robot Coding” 



Robot Car

DAY 4



Day 4 Objectives 
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Rotation Speed & Direction
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Rotation Speed 

We will use the DC Motor to make a tractor in a lab later.But by adding wheels to the DC 

Motor and building a body on top of the wheels, rotates the motor and the tractor will 

move. 

When the DC Motor rotates faster, the tractor moves faster. 



Rotation Direction 

Depending on how a DC Motor is connected, the tractor would move either forward or 

backward, when DC Rotor rotates clockwise. In the tractor that we will build later, the 

tractor moves forward when the DC Motor rotates clockwise. When it rotates 

counterwise, the tractor moves backward.



KOOV DC Motor
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KOOV DC Motor

E

A KOOV DC Motor can turn clockwise and counterclockwise at a given speed. 

When connected with the right KOOV blocks, we can make a robot move 

forward and backward. But it depends on on which the DC Motor is attached.

Video: DC Motor Video: DC Motor with Gears

simulation

https://youtu.be/mZ7DfKlFtiE
https://youtu.be/mZ7DfKlFtiE
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/211393065/
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/212318244/#fullscreen
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/212318244/#fullscreen


How DC Motor Work?

E

A typical DC Motor has a rotor and a magnet.

Below are two illustrations. The first is when there is no electricity through the wire 

rotor.   

The second illustration shows electricity runs through the wire, creating a magnetic 

field around the wire of the rotor causing the rotor to interact with the magnet and 

making it spin. 

simulation

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/206028998/#fullscreen
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variables
C

What is a variable? A variable is a placeholder for a value. And that value can 
change. 

A variable is like an envelope, and a value in a variable is like a letter in that 
envelope. The letter (value) in that envelope (variable) can change and can also 
be read. 

PLACEHOLDER



Using Variables in Coding
C

How can we use variables in coding? In a computer game, game programmers use it to 

track score, the number of lives, and other information that would change. 

How about using it in KOOV? We can use a variable to track the current DC Motor 

speed and accelerate a motor slowly until it reaches a maximum speed. 

Also, if you are to design a robot cat that moves through a maze on its own, you need to 

give the robot instruction how long to go forward, when to turn, and turn which direction. 

This information can be stored in variables. 

Let’s take a look at using a variable called “speed”. 

In KOOV, you need to create that variable first. Then, set the starting value of the 
variable speed

set  ( speed)  t o 0 

The DC Motor increases its rotation speed by 5 until it hits 60 per hour.

i f  ( speed < 60)  t hen
change speed by 5 

You will try using such variable in the Lab.  
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Robotic Coding Map: Tractor

1

2
3

4

5 6

What is 
Coding

LEDs

Lantern

Camera 

Tractor Penguin

M

Map:       My First Robotic Coding
Stage:     Stage Four 

Mission 1: Build a tractor
Mission 2: Use the DC Motor
Mission 3: Link the Motion of DC motor and sensors
Mission 4: Use variables

To go to Map: 
1. Login
2. Select “Learning 

Course” 
3. Select “My First 

Robot Coding” 



Robotics Camp 

Student Manual 

1

Fun, Learning, and Discovery



Day 3 Objectives 

E Light Sensor & 

Photo Reflector

C Function

L Camera

342



Day 3 Electronics: What is a Photo Reflector? 

If you throw a ball against an wall, the ball would 

bounce back _______ if the wall is closer.

A. Harder           

B. Lighter

Robots do this to check if something is close by 

using  _______________________________

The Photo Reflector has two parts. It has a part 

that __________________, and another part the 

takes in ________ and converts it to ________. 

The closer that object is from the Photo Reflector, 

the higher the energy would be detected; the 

further that object is, the lower the energy. 

353



Day 3 Electronic: Use IR Photoreflector

The _________________ code block returns the energy level detected at the IR 

Photoreflector.

The __________________ code block returns true if one value is larger than 

another value. 

Circle the code blocks that return true if something is close to the Photoreflector

36364



Day 3 Concept: Function is like a skill

A function is a custom code block that has built-in code blocks. To call a function 
is to run the code blocks inside.

Let’s create a function call “jump” to avoid 💩💩 in a maze. 

The arrow shows the steps that one would take to jump.

37

💩💩 💩💩 END

f unct i on j ump
move up
move r i ght
move r i ght
move down 

Code Blocks:

move up
move down
move r i ght
move l ef t
f unct i on j ump 

st ar t
move r i ght
cal l  f unct i on j ump
move r i ght
cal l  f unct i on j ump
move r i ght

A program to avoid 💩💩

A function to jump

375



Day 3 Concept: Practice using function

Let’s practice creating another function and call it to move in a maze. 

Let’s create a function call “high_jump” to avoid 🌵🌵

38

END

Code Blocks:

move up
move down
move r i ght
move l ef t
f unct i on hi gh_j ump 

f unct i on hi gh_j ump

A function to do a high jump

st ar t

A program to avoid 🌵🌵

386



Day 3 Map Stage 4 Mission 1:  Build a camera

Make a camera with a IR Photoreflector, a LED, and a Buzzer, 
and KOOV Blocks.

397



Day 3 Map Stage 4 Mission 2:  Use an IR photoreflector

408



419

Day 3 Map Stage 4 Mission 2:  Use an IR photoreflector

What does i f  I R phot or ef l ect or  
K7 > 5 t hen code statement do?

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

What does the wai t  unt i l  I R 
phot or ef l ect or  K7 < 5 code 
statement do?

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

What does the code in this box do?

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________



Day 3 Map Stage 4 Mission 3:  Ring the buzzer

Can you think of how IR 
Photoreflector can be used in our 
daily life?

_____________________________

_____________________________

4210



Day 3 Map Stage 4 Mission 3:  Ring the buzzer

Does this program make the Buzzer 
go “beep beep”? How can you fix it?

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

Does this program make the Buzzer 
go “beep beep”? How can you fix it?

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

4311



Day 3 Map Stage 4 Mission 4: Code a robot camera  

4412



Day 3 Map Stage 4 Mission 4:  Ring the buzzer

List all three function names shown above:

_________________________________________________________________

Functions are used to  ________ (Select One)

A. Make code easier to read when some instructions are repeated 

B. To stop the code

C. To make the code run faster

A

What does the code in box A 
do?

________________________

________________________

4513



Day 4 Objectives 

DC Motor

Variables

Robot Car

E

C

L

464614



Day 4 Electronics: How DC Motor Work?

A DC Motor has a rotor and a magnet. Below are two illustrations. The first is 

when there is no electricity through the wire rotor.  

The second illustration shows electricity runs through the wire, creating 

magnetic field around the wire of the rotor, and causing the rotor to interact 

with the magnet, making it spin. 

474715



Day 4 Concept: variables

A variable is a placeholder for a value that can change. A 

____________ is like an envelope, and a ________ in it is like a 

letter. The letter in that envelope can change and can also be read. 

In KOOV codes, we can use variables to track changing values in our 

program. For example, we can track the rotation speed of a DC Motor. We 

can update a variable and also read from that variable. 

484816



4917

Day 4 Map Stage 5 Mission 1:  Build a tractor

Build a tractor with DC Motor, 360 Connector, DC Motor, IR 
Photoreflector, Buzzer, and KOOV Blocks. 



Day 4 Map Stage 5 Mission 2:  Use the DC Motor

Use the DC motor to move the tractor back and forth. 

cw: clockwise
ccw: counterclockwise

Coast mode is to stop adding 
force to the DC motor rotation, 
and brake is to stop the rotation 
completely.

coast: stop slowly
brake: stop immediately

5018



Day 4 Map Stage 5 Mission 2:  Use the DC Motor

Use the DC motor to move the tractor back 
and forth. 

What would happen if this line is 
inside the forever code block?

_________________________

_________________________

A B C

cwccw
Which point do you 
think the tracker 
would end up? A, B, 
or C?

_____________

5119



Day 4 Lab Stage 5 Mission 3:  Link the motion of DC motors and sensors

52

Control the tracker’s movement with an IR 
photoreflector. Add a back-up sound.  

The repeat until 
code block make 
the movement 
smoother

5220



Day 4 Lab Stage 5 Mission 3:  Link the motion of DC motors and sensors

53

Control the tracker’s movement with an IR 
photoreflector. Add a back-up sound.  

IR photoreflector value 111098765

IR photoreflector value 111098765

IR photoreflector value 111098765

beep beep beep beep beep

5321



Day 4 Lab Stage 5 Mission 3:  Link the motion of DC motors and sensors

54

The tractor moves backward until it 
is far enough from something in 
front of it. 

forward (cw)

backward (ccw)

forward (cw)

The tractor moves forward.

What would change if you make 
this value from 10 to 20?

_________________________

_________________________

5422
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Day 4 Lab Stage 5 Mission 4:  Use variables

Use variables to slow down and stop the tractor. 

● The speed is stored in a variable or a 
placeholder. 

● The tractor will slow down by 10 in a loop, 
until it stops. Each loop takes 3 seconds.   



Day 4 Lab Stage 5 Mission 4:  Use variables

3 seconds

Time 
(seconds)

Value of the 
variable 
“speed”

0 50

3 40

6 ?

9 ?

12 10

Increase by a negative
number (-10) is to  decrease.

To coast is to stop slowly

5624



Day 4 Physics: DC, Current, and Voltage

In direct current (DC), the electric charge (current) only flows in ONE 

DIRECTION. A battery generates direct current (DC).

We can think of this tank as a battery, a place where we store a certain amount of 

energy and then release it. The pressure at the end of the hose represents 

voltage. The water represents an electric charge. The amount of water that 

flows through in a given time period represents the current. 

The more water in the tank, the higher the charge, the more pressure is measured 

at the end of the hose, and, as a result, the higher the current (water flows faster). 

57

Water represents

_________________________

_________________________

The amount of water that flow throughs 
a time period represents

________________________

Pressure at the end of 
the hose represents?

___________________

5725
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